
Your Smile         Your Way

Why KiyoClear?
Welcome to KiyoClear [KEE-oh-kleer], a new approach to clear aligner 
treatment. Developed in Japan, the KiyoClear System is a unique 
combination of clear aligners that integrate with removable expanders to 
broaden your smile and straighten your teeth at the same time.

We are the #1 Japanese aligner company. Inspired by the Japanese 
adjective “Kiyoraka”, meaning clean, pure and pristine and the English 
definition of clear, KiyoClear represents our commitment to transparency 
with you and the transparent functionality of clear aligner treatments.

95% patient satisfaction

Most patients finish in less than one year

Fits with your lifestyle

1.888.TRY-KIYO



1.888.TRY-KIYO

How does the
KiyoClear

System Work?

KiyoClear Treatment starts with a 3D scan of your teeth 
taken at the dental office. 

The scans are used to create a customized treatment 
plan, prescribed by your doctor, with your new smile. 

After your doctor approves the treatment plan your 
customized aligners and expanders are manufactured 
and delivered to the dental office.

Your KiyoClear Aligners and Expanders are designed to 
put gentle force on your teeth, moving them in small 
increments until you reach your goal.

Wear your aligners 22 hours per day and your expanders 
for at least 10 hours at night. 

Be sure to make all your appointments and follow your 
doctors instructions to get the confident smile you’ve 
always wanted!

The Smile you Always Wanted

The KiyoClear System can treat a wide variety of issues including 
crowding, spacing, overbites and deep bites. Talk to your doctor and
see if the KiyoClear System is right for you. 
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LeaRn more at kiyoclear.us

or find us on our social media sites
SheepMedical USA 
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